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MiniBooNE Detector 
10 

Aguilar-Arevalo et al., NIM A599, 28 (2009) 
(inside view of MiniBooNE tank) 

•  800 tons of mineral oil  
•  ν interactions on CH2 

•  Cerenkov detector → ring imaging for event reconstruction and PID v 

 Neutrino-oscillation and 0νββ experiments

• Accurately measure neutrino-oscillation 
parameters

• Determine whether the neutrino is a Majorana 
or a Dirac particle

• Need for including nuclear dynamics; mean-
field models inadequate to describe neutrino-
nucleus interaction

 Multi-messenger era for nuclear astrophysics 

• Gravitational waves have been detected!

• Supernovae neutrinos will be detected by the 
current and next generation neutrino experiments

• Nuclear dynamics determines the structure and 
the cooling of neutron stars

The Physics case



The basic model
• In the low-energy regime, quark and gluons are confined inside hadrons. Nucleons can treated 
as point-like particles interacting through the Hamiltonian 
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X
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• Effective field theories are the link between QCD and nuclear observables. They exploit the 
separation between the “hard” (M~nucleon mass) and “soft” (Q ~ exchanged momentum) scalesLattice QCD  

QFT in a Finite and Discretized Spacetime

Lattice Spacing :

1/Λχa << 

m⇡L >> 2⇡
Lattice Volume : 

Extrapolate to a = 0 and L =1

(Nearly Continuum)

(Nearly Infinite Volume)

Systematically remove non-QCD parts of calculation
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Figure 1: Hierarchy of nuclear forces in ChPT. Solid lines represent nucleons and dashed lines pions. Small dots, large solid
dots, solid squares, and solid diamonds denote vertices of index � = 0, 1, 2, and 4, respectively. Further explanations are
given in the text.

The reason why we talk of a hierarchy of nuclear forces is that two- and many-nucleon forces are created
on an equal footing and emerge in increasing number as we go to higher and higher orders. At NNLO, the
first set of nonvanishing three-nucleon forces (3NF) occur [70, 71], cf. column ‘3N Force’ of Fig. 1. In fact, at
the previous order, NLO, irreducible 3N graphs appear already, however, it has been shown by Weinberg [52]
and others [70, 127, 128] that these diagrams all cancel. Since nonvanishing 3NF contributions happen first
at order (Q/⇤

�

)3, they are very weak as compared to 2NF which start at (Q/⇤
�

)0.
More 2PE is produced at ⌫ = 4, next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (N3LO), of which we show only

a few symbolic diagrams in Fig. 1. Two-loop 2PE graphs show up for the first time and so does three-pion
exchange (3PE) which necessarily involves two loops. 3PE was found to be negligible at this order [57, 58].
Most importantly, 15 new contact terms ⇠ Q4 arise and are represented by the four-nucleon-leg graph with
a solid diamond. They include a quadratic spin-orbit term and contribute up to D-waves. Mainly due to
the increased number of contact terms, a quantitative description of the two-nucleon interaction up to about
300 MeV lab. energy is possible, at N3LO (for details, see below). Besides further 3NF, four-nucleon forces
(4NF) start at this order. Since the leading 4NF come into existence one order higher than the leading 3NF,
4NF are weaker than 3NF. Thus, ChPT provides a straightforward explanation for the empirically known
fact that 2NF � 3NF � 4NF . . . .

4. Two-nucleon interactions

The last section was just an overview. In this section, we will fill in all the details involved in the ChPT
development of the NN interaction; and 3NF and 4NF will be discussed in Section 5. We start by talking
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The Argonne v18 is a finite, local, configuration-space potential controlled by ~4300 np and pp 
scattering data below 350 MeV of the Nijmegen database

Nuclear (phenomenological) Hamiltonian
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Three-nucleon interactions effectively include the lowest nucleon excitation, the ∆(1232) resonance, 
end other nuclear effects
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Nuclear electroweak currents 
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Magnetic moments in nuclear magne-
tons for A ≤ 9 nuclei. Black stars indicate the experimen-
tal values [35–37], while blue dots (red diamonds) represent
GFMC calculations which include the IA one-body EM cur-
rent (total χEFT current up to N3LO). Predictions are for
nuclei with A > 3.

and the NLO OPE term contributes in both the trinu-
cleon clusters and in between the trinucleon clusters and
the valence pp (nn) pair. The IA m.m. for 9Be is close
to the experimental value, while those for 9Li and 9C
are far from the data, so this pattern of small and large
MEC corrections provides good overall agreement with
the data.

The χEFT results reported in Tables III and V are
summarized in Fig. 4, where the experimental data [34–
37] (there are no data for the m.m. of 9B) are repre-
sented by black stars. We show also the experimen-
tal values for the proton and neutron m.m.’s, as well
as their sum, which corresponds to the m.m. of an S-
wave deuteron. The experimental values of the A = 2–3
m.m.’s have been utilized to fix the LECs, therefore pre-
dictions are for A > 3 nuclei. The blue dots labeled
as GFMC(IA) represent theoretical predictions obtained
with the standard IA one-nucleon EM current entering
at LO: diagram (a) of Fig. 1. The GFMC(IA) results
reproduce the bulk properties of the m.m.’s of the light
nuclei considered here. In particular, we can recognize
three classes of nuclei with non-zero m.m.’s, i.e., odd-
even nuclei whose m.m.’s are driven by an unpaired va-
lence proton, even-odd nuclei driven by an unpaired va-
lence neutron, and odd-odd nuclei with either a deuteron
cluster or a triton-neutron (3He-proton) cluster outside
an even-even core. Predictions which include all the con-
tributions to the N3LO χEFT EM currents illustrated
in Fig. 1 are represented by the red diamonds of Fig. 4,
labeled GFMC(TOT). In all cases except 6Li and 9Be
(where the IA is already very good and the MEC correc-
tion is very small) the predicted m.m.’s are closer to the
experimental data when the MEC corrections are added
to the IA one-body EM operator.

It is also interesting to consider the spatial distribution
of the various contributions to the m.m., i.e., to examine
the magnetic density. The one-body IA contributions
from the starting VMC wave functions are shown in Fig. 5
for the isobaric analog pairs 7Li–7Be, 8Li–8B, and 9Li–
9C. (The VMC values for the IA m.m.’s are within a few
% of the final GFMC values, so we expect their spatial
distribution to be reasonably accurate.) In the figure, the
red upward-pointing triangles are the contribution from
the proton spin, µp[ρp↑(r)−ρp↓(r)], and similarly the blue
downward-pointing triangles are the contribution from
the neutron spin. The green diamonds are the proton
orbital (convection current) contribution, and the black
circles are the sum. The integrals of the black curves over
d3r give the total m.m.’s of the nuclei in IA.

For the neutron-rich lithium isotopes, there is one un-
paired proton (embedded in a p-shell triton cluster) with
essentially the same large positive contribution in all
three cases. The proton orbital term is also everywhere
positive, but relatively small. For 7Li and 9Li, the neu-
trons are paired up, and give only a small contribution,
so the total m.m. is close to the sum of the proton spin
and orbital parts. However 8Li has one unpaired neu-
tron which acts against the proton and significantly re-
duces the overall m.m. values. For the proton-rich iso-
baric analogs, there is one unpaired neutron (embedded
in a p-shell 3He cluster) with the same sizable negative
contribution in all three cases. In 7Be and 9C, the pro-
tons are paired up and give little net contribution, but
the orbital term is always positive and acts against the
neutron spin term. In 8B there is also one unpaired pro-
ton, which gives a bigger contribution than the unpaired
neutron and results in a net positive m.m. value.

In Table VI, we explicitly show the various contribu-
tions entering the χEFT operator. The labeling in the
table has been defined in Sec. III A. We list the contribu-
tions at each order. At N3LO, we separate the terms that
do not depend on EM LECs (i.e. the LOOP contribution
and the contact MIN currents; the former depends on the
known axial coupling constant, gA, and pion decay am-
plitude, Fπ , while the latter depends on the strong LECs
entering the NN χEFT potential at N2LO) and those
that depend on them (i.e. the contact NM and the OPE
current whose isovector component has been saturated
with the ∆ transition current). In most cases, chiral
convergence is observed but for the isovector N3LO OPE
contribution whose order of magnitude is in some cases
comparable to the OPE contribution at NLO. It is likely
that the explicit inclusion of ∆ degrees of freedom in the
present χEFT would significantly improve the conver-
gence pattern, since in such a theory this isovector OPE
current, presently entering at N3LO, would be promoted
to N2LO.

In Table VI, we do not provide the errors associated
with the individual terms at each order because they are
highly correlated. We limit ourselves to report the errors
associated with the IA, MEC, and total results. Also
in this table, we denote calculations performed enforcing

• They are essential for low-momentum and 
low-energy transfer transitions.

 The nuclear electromagnetic current is constrained by the Hamiltonian through the continuity equation

r · JEM + i[H, J0
EM] = 0

• The above equation implies that          involves 
two-nucleon contributions.

JEM

⇡

� ⇡ ⇡

⇡ ⇡ ⇢,!

S. Pastore at al., PRC 87, 035503 (2013)



Quantum Monte Carlo
• Diffusion Monte Carlo methods use an imaginary-time projection technique to enhance the 

ground-state component of a starting trial wave function.

lim
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• Suitable to solve of A ≤ 12 nuclei with ~1% accuracy

J. Carlson et al. RMP 87, 1067 (2015)



The basic model of nuclear Physics
Realistic nuclear interactions Nuclear ab-initio methods
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FIG. 3. VMC calculations of the transition distributions
C↵,�(r) defined in Eq. (26) for the 6He!6Be decay.

well approximated by the AA component. The weak-
magnetic term GT-MM, which is a N2LO correction in
chiral EFT, is small, about 2%. Fig. 3 also shows that
the tensor matrix elements are negligible.

The results for the �T = 2 transitions are shown in
rows 4�6 of Table I. The most important feature of these
transitions is the presence of the node, which causes the
GT and F densities, illustrated in the right panel of Fig.
2, to change sign at about 2.5 fm. As a result, there
is a large cancellation for the F-⌫ and GT-AA matrix
elements, which causes these NMEs to be significantly
smaller than in the case of transitions involving isobaric
analog states. This is illustrated in the left panel of Fig.
4 for the 12Be!12C transition, where the region with
r > 2.5 fm reduces the GT-AA matrix element by 50%.
The same NMEs were compared in �T = 2 and �T = 0
transitions of heavier systems, such as Ca!Ti, in Refs.
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FIG. 4. VMC calculations of the transition distributions
C↵,�(r) defined in Eq. (26) for the 12Be!12C decay.

[55, 56], where a similar suppression of the NMEs in
�T = 2 transitions was found. In contrast, the AP, PP
and MM components, which are pion- and short-range
contributions, are much less a↵ected by this cancella-
tion, and are therefore more important in the �T = 2
transitions. Both of these e↵ects can also be seen from
Table I. For example, in the 10He!10Be transition the
AP, PP and MM components are, respectively, 48%, 16%
and 10% of the GT-AA, and, while the GT-AA matrix
element is 20 times smaller than in the 6He!6Be tran-
sition, the AP, PP and MM matrix elements are only
about a factor of 5 smaller. Table I also shows a par-
tial cancellation between the GT-AP and GT-PP and
GT-MM components, which is a common feature of both
�T = 0 and �T = 2 transitions. As a result we find
that the GT-⌫ matrix element is always dominated by
the GT-AA component. In the case of transitions be-
tween isobaric analogues, the GT-AA matrix element is
90% of the total GT-⌫ contribution, while in �T = 2
transitions, it is approximately 80%. A similar e↵ect is
observed in calculations of heavier systems, such as 48Ca
and 76Ge [30, 31, 57–59].

The absolute size of the NMEs shows sizable variations
between di↵erent �T = 2 transitions. In particular, the
matrix elements increase by a factor of 2.5 between the
10He!10Be and 12Be!12C transitions. This can be ap-
preciated from Fig. 5, where we show the GT-⌫ and
F-⌫ transition distributions in momentum space. While
the shape of the distributions is very similar in the two
transitions, the peak is significantly larger in 12Be!12C.
This e↵ect may be due, at least partially, to a large di↵er-
ence in the spatial extent of the relevant wave functions.
The 10He system is only a resonance, unstable against
breakup into 8He+2n by about 1 MeV. Here we have
employed a pseudo-bound (with an exponentially falling
density at long range) VMC wave function that is quite
di↵use, with a proton (neutron) rms radius of 1.95 (3.66)
fm. The 10Be, 12Be, and 12C nuclei are all bound sys-
tems, with VMC wave functions that have proton (neu-
tron) rms radii of 2.32 (2.50) fm, 2.43 (2.99) fm, and 2.48
(2.48) fm, respectively. GFMC calculations change these
radii by less than 5%. Thus, for the A = 10 decay, two
neutrons with an rms radius of 3.66 fm must be converted
to two protons at an rms radius of 2.32 fm, indicating a
small spatial overlap between the initial and final wave
functions and consequently relatively small matrix ele-
ments. In comparison, the A = 12 decay only requires
a shift from 2.99 fm to 2.48 fm, which leads to a signifi-
cantly larger spatial overlap, and larger matrix elements.
This last transition in A = 12 is possibly the test case
that is most like 0⌫�� decays in nuclei of experimental
interest.

As a comparison, in the last three rows of Table I we
show the shell model results for 48Ca, 76Ge and 136Xe
[30, 57, 60]. Other many-body methods di↵er by a factor
of 2-3 [25]. Although the absolute sizes of these NMEs
are larger by a factor of a few than those of the �T = 2
transitions calculated here, the relative factors between

S. Pastore et al. PRC 97, 014606 (2018)J. Carlson et al. RMP 87, 1067 (2015) 4
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Figure 2. (Color online) Mass-radius relations. The key is
the same as of Fig. 1. Full dots represent the predicted
maximum masses. Horizontal bands at ⇠ 2M� are the ob-
served masses of the heavy pulsars PSR J1614-2230 [18] and
PSR J0348+0432 [19]. The grey shaded region is the excluded
part of the plot due to causality.

inclusion of the repulsive three-body force [model (I)],
stiffens the EOS and pushes the threshold density to
0.34(1) fm�3. In the inset of Fig. 1 the neutron and
lambda fractions are shown for the two HNM EOSs.

Remarkably, we find that using the model (II) for
⇤NN the appearance of ⇤ particles in neutron matter is
energetically unfavored at least up to ⇢ = 0.56 fm�3, the
largest density for which Monte Carlo calculations have
been performed. In this case the additional repulsion
provided by the model (II) pushes ⇢th⇤ towards a density
region where the contribution coming from the hyperon-
nucleon potential cannot be compensated by the gain in
kinetic energy. It has to be stressed that (I) and (II) give
qualitatively similar results for hypernuclei. This clearly
shows that an EOS constrained on the available binding
energies of light hypernuclei is not sufficient to draw any
definite conclusion about the composition of the neutron
star core.

The mass-radius relations for PNM and HNM ob-
tained by solving the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equa-
tions [62] with the EOSs of Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 2.
The onset of ⇤ particles in neutron matter sizably reduces

Table II. Fitting parameters for the function f defined in
Eq. (4) for different hyperon-nucleon potentials.

Hyperon-nucleon potential c1 [MeV] c2 [MeV]

⇤N �71.0(5) 3.7(3)

⇤N + ⇤NN (I) �77(2) 31.3(8)

⇤N + ⇤NN (II) �70(2) 45.3(8)

the predicted maximum mass with respect to the PNM
case. The attractive feature of the two-body ⇤N interac-
tion leads to the very low maximum mass of 0.66(2)M�,
while the repulsive ⇤NN potential increases the pre-
dicted maximum mass to 1.36(5)M�. The latter result
is compatible with Hartree-Fock and Brueckner-Hartree-
Fock calculations (see for instance Refs. [2–5]).

The repulsion introduced by the three-body force plays
a crucial role, substantially increasing the value of the
⇤ threshold density. In particular, when model (II) for
the ⇤NN force is used, the energy balance never favors
the onset of hyperons within the the density domain that
has been studied in the present work (⇢  0.56 fm�3).
It is interesting to observe that the mass-radius relation
for PNM up to ⇢ = 3.5⇢0 already predicts a NS mass of
2.09(1)M� (black dot-dashed curve in Fig. 2). Even if
⇤ particles appear at higher baryon densities, the pre-
dicted maximum mass will be consistent with present
astrophysical observations.

In this Letter we have reported on the first quantum
Monte Carlo calculations for hyperneutron matter, in-
cluding neutrons and ⇤ particles. As already verified
in hypernuclei, we found that the three-body hyperon-
nucleon interaction dramatically affects the onset of hy-
perons in neutron matter. When using a three-body
⇤NN force that overbinds hypernuclei, hyperons appear
at around twice the saturation density and the predicted
maximum mass is 1.36(5)M�. By employing a hyperon-
nucleon-nucleon interaction that better reproduces the
experimental separation energies of medium-light hyper-
nuclei, the presence of hyperons is disfavored in the neu-
tron bulk at least up to ⇢ = 0.56 fm�3 and the lower
limit for the predicted maximum mass is 2.09(1)M�.
Therefore, within the ⇤N model that we have consid-
ered, the presence of hyperons in the core of the neutron
stars cannot be satisfactorily established and thus there is
no clear incompatibility with astrophysical observations
when lambdas are included. We conclude that in order
to discuss the role of hyperons–at least lambdas–in neu-
tron stars, the ⇤NN interaction cannot be completely
determined by fitting the available experimental energies
in ⇤ hypernuclei. In other words, the ⇤-neutron-neutron
component of the ⇤NN force will need both additional
theoretical investigation, possibly within different frame-
works such as chiral perturbation theory [63, 64], and a
substantial additional amount of experimental data, in
particular for highly asymmetric hypernuclei and excited
states of the hyperon.

We would like to thank J. Carlson, S. C. Pieper, S.
Reddy, A. W. Steiner, W. Weise, and R. B. Wiringa
for stimulating discussions. The work of D.L. and S.G.
was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Of-
fice of Science, Office of Nuclear Physics, under the NU-
CLEI SciDAC grant and A.L. by the Department of En-
ergy, Office of Science, Office of Nuclear Physics, under
Contract No. DE-AC02-06CH11357. The work of S.G.
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inclusion of the repulsive three-body force [model (I)],
stiffens the EOS and pushes the threshold density to
0.34(1) fm�3. In the inset of Fig. 1 the neutron and
lambda fractions are shown for the two HNM EOSs.

Remarkably, we find that using the model (II) for
⇤NN the appearance of ⇤ particles in neutron matter is
energetically unfavored at least up to ⇢ = 0.56 fm�3, the
largest density for which Monte Carlo calculations have
been performed. In this case the additional repulsion
provided by the model (II) pushes ⇢th⇤ towards a density
region where the contribution coming from the hyperon-
nucleon potential cannot be compensated by the gain in
kinetic energy. It has to be stressed that (I) and (II) give
qualitatively similar results for hypernuclei. This clearly
shows that an EOS constrained on the available binding
energies of light hypernuclei is not sufficient to draw any
definite conclusion about the composition of the neutron
star core.

The mass-radius relations for PNM and HNM ob-
tained by solving the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equa-
tions [62] with the EOSs of Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 2.
The onset of ⇤ particles in neutron matter sizably reduces

Table II. Fitting parameters for the function f defined in
Eq. (4) for different hyperon-nucleon potentials.

Hyperon-nucleon potential c1 [MeV] c2 [MeV]

⇤N �71.0(5) 3.7(3)

⇤N + ⇤NN (I) �77(2) 31.3(8)

⇤N + ⇤NN (II) �70(2) 45.3(8)

the predicted maximum mass with respect to the PNM
case. The attractive feature of the two-body ⇤N interac-
tion leads to the very low maximum mass of 0.66(2)M�,
while the repulsive ⇤NN potential increases the pre-
dicted maximum mass to 1.36(5)M�. The latter result
is compatible with Hartree-Fock and Brueckner-Hartree-
Fock calculations (see for instance Refs. [2–5]).

The repulsion introduced by the three-body force plays
a crucial role, substantially increasing the value of the
⇤ threshold density. In particular, when model (II) for
the ⇤NN force is used, the energy balance never favors
the onset of hyperons within the the density domain that
has been studied in the present work (⇢  0.56 fm�3).
It is interesting to observe that the mass-radius relation
for PNM up to ⇢ = 3.5⇢0 already predicts a NS mass of
2.09(1)M� (black dot-dashed curve in Fig. 2). Even if
⇤ particles appear at higher baryon densities, the pre-
dicted maximum mass will be consistent with present
astrophysical observations.

In this Letter we have reported on the first quantum
Monte Carlo calculations for hyperneutron matter, in-
cluding neutrons and ⇤ particles. As already verified
in hypernuclei, we found that the three-body hyperon-
nucleon interaction dramatically affects the onset of hy-
perons in neutron matter. When using a three-body
⇤NN force that overbinds hypernuclei, hyperons appear
at around twice the saturation density and the predicted
maximum mass is 1.36(5)M�. By employing a hyperon-
nucleon-nucleon interaction that better reproduces the
experimental separation energies of medium-light hyper-
nuclei, the presence of hyperons is disfavored in the neu-
tron bulk at least up to ⇢ = 0.56 fm�3 and the lower
limit for the predicted maximum mass is 2.09(1)M�.
Therefore, within the ⇤N model that we have consid-
ered, the presence of hyperons in the core of the neutron
stars cannot be satisfactorily established and thus there is
no clear incompatibility with astrophysical observations
when lambdas are included. We conclude that in order
to discuss the role of hyperons–at least lambdas–in neu-
tron stars, the ⇤NN interaction cannot be completely
determined by fitting the available experimental energies
in ⇤ hypernuclei. In other words, the ⇤-neutron-neutron
component of the ⇤NN force will need both additional
theoretical investigation, possibly within different frame-
works such as chiral perturbation theory [63, 64], and a
substantial additional amount of experimental data, in
particular for highly asymmetric hypernuclei and excited
states of the hyperon.
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Figure 1. Point proton densities in 4He. The solid green
line refers to the “experimental” result; see text for de-
tails. The dash-dotted brown line is the GFMC result for
AV18+UIX [56].

residing inside 2.25 fm, consistent with a two-↵ cluster
structure as observed in Fig. 15 of Ref. [57]. The 12C
density peaks at a slightly smaller distance and notice-
ably higher value, with a larger dip at the center. This
is consistent with a more tightly bound three-↵ cluster—
either in a triangular configuration with a low-density
region at the center of mass, or alternatively with one ↵
in the s-shell and two ↵’s in the p-shell. Similarly, 16O
can be viewed as a tetrahedral four-↵ cluster with the ↵’s
at somewhat greater distance from the center of mass, or
as one s-shell and three p-shell ↵’s with a larger dip-peak
difference than in 12C. The 40Ca density is more compli-
cated, but might be thought of as two s-shell ↵’s giving
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Figure 2. Point proton densities in 16O. The green line refers
to the “experimental” result; see text for details.
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Figure 3. Point proton densities in 40Ca. The green line refers
to the “experimental” result; see text for details.

a larger central peak, while three p-shell and five d-shell
↵’s give a broad shoulder at 1� 3 fm.

The two-nucleon point densities of 4He, 16O, and 40Ca
are reported in Figs. 5–7, respectively, for both AV18 and
AV18+UIX. Upper and lower curves refer to np and pp
pairs, respectively. The fact that ⇢

NN

is very small for
r ' 0 is a consequence of the repulsive core of the NN
potential. As observed for the point-proton densities, the
effect of the 3N force on the two-nucleon densities is ap-
preciably different in light- and medium-heavy systems.
In 4He the pp density is almost unchanged, while the np
density is enhanced around the peak at 1.1 fm. In heav-
ier systems there is a severe depletion of both pp and np
densities, again due to the peculiar repulsive effect of the
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Figure 4. Point proton densities for AV18+UIX. 4He, 16O,
and 40Ca are the results of this work. 8Be and 12C are VMC
results collected in [56].
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Table VII. Ground-state energies and charge radii for A = 3, 4 employing local chiral potentials at N2LO. The E⌧ parametriza-
tion of the 3N force is used. Errors are statistical. GFMC results are from Refs. [23, 27].

Nucleus Cutoff Potential AFDMC GFMC
AZ (J⇡, T ) R0 (fm) E (MeV) rch (fm) E (MeV) rch (fm)
3H( 12

+
, 1
2 ) 1.0 NN �7.54(4) 1.75(2) �7.55(1) 1.78(2)

3N E⌧ �8.33(7) 1.72(2) �8.34(1) 1.72(3)

1.2 NN �7.76(3) 1.74(2) �7.74(1) 1.75(2)

3N E⌧ �8.27(5) 1.73(2) �8.35(4) 1.72(4)
3He ( 12

+
, 1
2 ) 1.0 NN �6.89(5) 2.02(2) �6.78(1) 2.06(2)

3N E⌧ �7.55(8) 1.96(2) �7.65(2) 1.97(2)

1.2 NN �7.12(3) 1.98(2) �7.01(1) 2.01(1)

3N E⌧ �7.64(4) 1.95(5) �7.63(4) 1.97(1)
4He (0+, 0) 1.0 NN �23.96(8) 1.72(2) �23.72(1) 1.73(1)

3N E⌧ �27.64(13) 1.68(2) �28.30(1) 1.65(2)

1.2 NN �25.17(5) 1.69(1) �24.86(1) 1.69(1)

3N E⌧ �28.37(8) 1.65(1) �28.30(1) 1.64(1)
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Figure 5. Ground-state energies per nucleon for 3  A  16 with local chiral potentials: (a) R0 = 1.0 fm cutoff (left panel), (b)
R0 = 1.2 fm cutoff (right panel). Results at different orders of the chiral expansion and for different 3N parametrizations are
shown. Smaller error bars (indistinguishable from the symbols up to A = 6) indicate the statistical Monte Carlo uncertainty,
while larger error bars are the uncertainties from the truncation of the chiral expansion. LO and N2LO E⌧ results for 16O with
R0 = 1.2 fm are outside the displayed energy region. Updated from Ref. [33].

For A = 6 the wave function is constructed using up
to sd-shell single-particle orbitals. For 12C instead, cou-
pling p-shell orbitals only already results in a sum of 119
Slater determinants. Including orbitals in the sd-shell
could in principle result in a better wave function for
this open-shell system, but it will sizably increase the
number of determinants to consider, making the calcu-
lation prohibitively time consuming. Another possible
improvement would be to include quadratic terms in the
pair correlations, as shown in Eq. (64). However, first
attempts in 16O lead to just a ⇡ 6(2)MeV reduction of
the total energy in a simplified scenario (see Table III),
with a noticeably increased computational cost.

For the softer interaction (R
0

= 1.2 fm), NLO and in

particular LO results are typically more bound compared
to the R

0

= 1.0 fm case. Both parametrizations of the
3N force bring the N2LO energies compatible with the
experimental values up to A = 6, and consistent with
those obtained with the hard potential.

For the heaviest system considered here, 16O, the pic-
ture is quite different. At LO, the system is dramatically
overbound (⇡ �1GeV), which would imply very large
theoretical uncertainties at NLO and N2LO coming from
the prescription of Eq. (65). Within these uncertainties,
NLO and N2LO two-body energies are compatible with
the corresponding results for the hard interaction (see Ta-
bles VIII and IX). However, the contribution of the 3N
force at N2LO largely depends upon the employed oper-

D. Lonardoni et al. PRL 120, 122502 (2018)  D. Lonardoni et al. PRL 114, 092301 (2015) 
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final state
��Y f

↵
with momentum Pµ

f = (E f ,P f ), and momentum conservation implies qµ =

pµ
e � pe

0µ = Pµ
f �Pµ

i . Furthermore, the interaction proceeds through the exchange of a space-
like virtual photon, for which q2

µ = w2 �q2 < 0†. In electron-induced reactions w and q can
vary independently (provided that |q| > w), as opposed to reactions induced by real photons
where |q|= w . In elastic reactions w = 0 (neglecting the recoil of the nucleus), which implies
|Yii =

��Y f
↵
. Reactions in which w 6= 0 are instead called inelastic. To different values of

w = E f �Ei, correspond different excitation energies of the nucleus. As w increases to a
few MeV, low-lying (discrete) nuclear excited states can be accessed. For energies transferred
of the order of ⇠ 10� 30 MeV, giant resonance modes in the continuum spectrum of the
nucleus are excited, while for values of wq.e. ⇠ q2/(2m) quasi-elastic effects dominate, in
which the reaction is in first approximation well described as if electrons were scattered off
single nucleons. Beyond the quasi-elastic energy region, meson production can be observed.
A schematic representation of the double differential cross section for electron scattering at a
fixed value of momentum transfer q is provided in Figure 7.

Because in inelastic electron scattering w and q can vary independently, for each value
of excitation energy w , one can study the matrix elements’ behavior as a function of the
momentum transfer. In particular, by varying q one changes the spatial resolution of the
electron probe, which is µ 1/|q|. At low values of momentum transfer, electron scattering
reactions probe long ranged dynamics, while at higher values of momentum transfer shorter
distance phenomena are tested, where dynamics from heavier mesons and baryons become
relevant.

Figure 7. (Color online) Schematic representation of the double differential cross section at
fixed value of momentum transfer.

Cross sections for elastic scattering and scattering to discrete excited states, for which
the transferred energy w is fixed, are expressed in terms of longitudinal (or charge) and
transverse (or magnetic) form factors, which are functions of the momentum transferred
q = |q|, and provide information on the e.m. charge and current spatial distributions inside
the nucleus. The double differential cross section for inclusive processes, in which only
the scattered electron is detected, is expressed in terms of the longitudinal and transverse

† The four-vector squared qµ qµ is here denoted with q2
µ .

Schematic representation of the inclusive cross section as a function of the energy loss.

Lepton-nucleus scattering 
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Lepton-nucleus scattering 
The inclusive cross section of the process in which a lepton scatters off a nucleus can be written 
in terms of five response functions

`

`0

�, Z,W±

| 0i

| f i

• The response functions contain all the information on target structure and dynamics
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• In the electromagnetic case only the longitudinal  
and the transverse  response functions contribute

R↵�(!,q) =
X

f

h 0|J†
↵(q)| f ih f |J�(q)| 0i�(! � Ef + E0)

• They account for initial state correlations, final state correlations and two-body currents
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Lepton-nucleus scattering 
• At low momentum transfer the space resolution of the lepton becomes much larger than the 

average NN separation distance (∼ 1.5 fm).

• In this regime the interaction involves many nucleons              long-range correlations

• The giant dipole resonance is a manifestation of long-range correlations

+ �

LONG-RANGE CORRELATIONS

? At low momentum transfer the space resolusion of the neutrino
becomes much larger than the average NN separation distance
(⇠ 1.5 fm), and the interaction involves many nucleons

� � ⇠ q�1 !

d

? Write the nuclear final state as
a superposition of 1p1h states
(RPA scheme)

|ni =

N
X

i=1

Ci |pihi)

+ + + . . .

15 / 19

| f i =
X

c f
1p,1h| 1p1hi



Lepton-nucleus scattering 
• At (very) large momentum transfer, scattering off a nuclear target reduces to the sum of scattering 

processes involving bound nucleons              short-range correlations.

• Relativistic effects play a major role and need to be accounted for along with nuclear 
correlations (Non trivial interplay between them)

• Resonance production and deep inelastic scattering also need to be accounted for

| f i ' |p1, p2i ⌦ | f iA�2

| f i ' |p1i ⌦ | f iA�1



Moderate momentum-transfer regime 

• Both initial and final states are eigenstates of the nuclear Hamiltonian

• Relativistic corrections are included in the current operators and in the nucleon form factors

• At moderate momentum transfer, the inclusive cross section can be written in terms of the 
response functions

• As for the electron scattering on 12C

R↵�(!,q) =
X

f

h 0|J†
↵(q)| f ih f |J�(q)| 0i�(! � Ef + E0)

H| f i = Ef | f iH| 0i = E0| 0i

|12C⇤i, |11B, pi, |11C, ni, |10B, pni, |10B, ppi . . .|10Be, ppi
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Integral transform techniques  
• The integral transform of the response function are generally defined as

• Using the completeness of the final states, they can be expressed in terms of ground-state 
expectation values

K

E↵�(�,q) ⌘
Z

d!K(�,!)R↵�(!,q)

E↵�(�,q) = h 0|J†
↵(q)K(�, H � E0)J�(q)| 0i



Lorentz integral transform (LIT) 
• The Lorentz integral transform
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Comparison of the 16O dipole cross
section calculated in the LIT-CCSD scheme against experi-
mental data by Ahrens et al. [63] (triangles with error bars),
and Ishkhanov et al. [65] (red circles). The grey curve starts
from the theoretical threshold, while the dark/blue curve is
shifted to the experimental threshold.
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for an harmonic oscillator
frequency of ~⌦ = 24 MeV.

observe that the convergence rate is comparable to that
found in 16O.

In Fig. 11 we compare the LIT for 22O versus 16O
for the width � = 10 MeV. One notices that the 22O
total strength is larger than that of 16O. The total dipole
strength is the bremsstrahlung sum rule (BSR)

BSR ⌘
Z 1

!th

d!S(!) = h0|D̂
0

†
D̂

0

|0i . (49)

Using the definition of the LIT, Eq. (3), and the proper-
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Comparison of L(!
0

,�) at � = 10
MeV for 22O and 16O. Di↵erent harmonic oscillator frequen-
cies have been used: ~⌦ = 20 and 24 MeV for 16O (dashed
and full blue lines) and ~⌦ = 24 and 26 MeV for 22O (dashed
and full black lines).
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Comparison of the LIT-CCSD dipole
cross section of 22O with the photoneutron data of Ref. [2].
The grey curve starts from the theoretical threshold, while
the dark/blue curve is shifted to the experimental threshold.

ties of the Lorentzian kernel the BSR can also be written
as

BSR =

Z 1

�1
d!

0

L(!
0

,�) . (50)

In both ways we obtain a value of 4.6 and 6.7 fm2 for 16O
and 22O, respectively.
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As in the previous calculation of RL using the Trento (TN)
potential [12], one notes that a semirealistic interaction, in
this case the MTI-III, leads to quite a good overall description
of the response in comparison to the experimental data from
Bates [29] and Saclay [30].

The only difference to the previous calculation with the TN
potential is the pronounced peak close to threshold in case of
q = 300 MeV/c that originates from the monopole excitation
of 4He. However, such a peak is not seen in the data. But it is not
clear whether the experimental energy resolution was sufficient
to resolve such a structure. It is worthwhile to mention that a
0+ resonance at 20.10±0.05 MeV with a width of 270±50
keV was determined in an electron-scattering experiment at
momentum transfers q < 100 MeV/c [32]. Here we do not
calculate these low-q kinematics, the resonance is very close to
the “quasi-elastic peak" and quite small in size in comparison.
A much more detailed study than the present calculation would
be necessary to resolve such a rather complicated low-energy
structure.

B. The transverse response function

As done for the charge operator, we have expanded
the transverse current operator into electric and magnetic
multipoles according to Eqs. (12) and (13), separating them
further into isoscalar and isovector parts, because the response
function is an incoherent sum of these various multipole
contributions. As discussed above, the transverse current
includes one- and two-body operators. We first consider the
one-body current alone, i.e., the spin and the convection current
of Eq. (21). Later we add the consistent two-body current.

1. One-body current

It is known from standard PWIA calculations, that the spin
current dominates the transverse response function at medium
momentum transfers in the region of the quasi-elastic peak.
Therefore, we start the discussion of the transverse response
function of the spin current alone. In Fig. 4, we present the
isoscalar and isovector response functions of the magnetic and
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MeV, in Fig. 14, we also show (in dark blue) the theo-
retical curves shifted on the experimental threshold en-
ergy. When integrating the theoretical photo-absorption
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FIG. 14. (Color online) Comparison of the LIT-CCSD
dipole cross section of 40Ca with the photoabsorption data of
Ref. [63]. The grey curve starts from the theoretical thresh-
old, while the dark/blue curve is shifted to the experimental
threshold.

cross section up to 100 MeV we obtain an enhancement
 = 0.69� 0.73 of the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule.

Let us also consider the dipole polarizability because of
its considerable experimental and theoretical interest [71,
72]. From the dipole response function S(!) one can
obtain the electric dipole polarizability

↵
E

= 2↵

Z 1

!th

d!
S(!)

!
(52)

as an inverse energy weighted sum rule. In analogy
to Ref. [73], electric dipole polarizability can be also
obtained directly from the Lanczos approach [74–76],
avoiding the inversion of the integral transform. The
removal of center of mass spuriosities for this observable
can be done in the same way as explained in Section III C.
In this case

↵
E

= 2↵
X

⌫

|h'N

⌫

|⇥|0i|2

✏N
⌫

(53)

and the spurious states can be removed from the sum.
Both from the Lanczos approach and integrating the re-
sponse function up to 100 MeV we obtain ↵

E

= 1.47 fm3

within 5%. With the present N3LO nucleon-nucleon in-
teraction we predict a polarizability for 40Ca, which is
rather low in comparison to the experimental value of
↵exp

E

= 2.23(3) fm3 [63]. If we integrate the strength after
shifting it to the experimental threshold (dark/blue curve
in Fig. 14) we obtain roughly ↵

E

= 1.82 fm3, thus mov-
ing in the direction of the experimental value. We also

note that if we integrate the cross section data by Ahrens
et al. [63] we obtain 1.95(26) fm3 for the dipole polar-
izability. It is worth to mention that with the present
nucleon-nucleon interaction 40Ca is about 20 MeV over-
bound and with a charge radius R

ch

= 3.05 fm, which
is considerably smaller than the experimental value of
3.4776(19) fm [77]. This points towards a general prob-
lem of the present Hamiltonian, which does not provide
good saturation properties of nuclei, leading to too small
radii and consequently too small polarizabilities.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We presented in detail an approach that combines
the Lorentz integral transform with the coupled-cluster
method, named LIT-CC, for the computation of the
dipole response function in 4He, 16,22O and 40Ca. The
benchmark of this method against the EIHH in 4He gives
us the necessary confidence for the computation in heav-
ier nuclei. The LIT-CCSD approximation yielded results
for the total photonuclear dipole cross section of oxy-
gen and calcium isotopes that are in semi-quantitative
agreement with data. This opens the way for interesting
investigations of the response functions of heavier nuclei,
also beyond the stability valley.
The comparison of the LITs of the response functions

of 16O and 22O shows a larger total area of the latter
(corresponding to the relative bremsstrahlung sum rule)
and a slight shift of the peak to lower energy. Such a shift
already envisages the possibility of more strength in that
region. This becomes manifest after the inversion. For
22O we found a very interesting dipole cross section ex-
hibiting two peaks: A small one at 8-9 MeV and a larger
one at 21-22 MeV. We also extend our calculations fur-
ther out in mass number, presenting first results on the
GDR of 40Ca. In this case we observe that, with re-
spect to experiment, the N3LO nucleon-nucleon interac-
tion leads to larger excitation energy of the GDR, which
is consistent with the over-binding, the too small charge
radius and dipole polarizability we obtain for 40Ca. The
results presented here also open the way to systematic
investigations of more general electro-weak responses of
medium-mass nuclei with an ab-initio approach.
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12C electromagnetic response 

• Good agreement with data without in-medium modifications of the nucleon form factors
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to self-consistently account for nucleon and nuclear struc-
ture [24, 25], leads to a reduction of the proton elec-
tric form factor, and, as a consequence, to a significant
quenching of the longitudinal response function of nu-
clear matter and associated Coulomb sum rule [18]. Such
a model does not explain the large enhancement of the
transverse response or the momentum-transfer depen-
dence in the quenching of the longitudinal one. It should
also be noted that medium modifications are not an in-
evitable consequence of the quark substructure of the nu-
cleon. For example, a study of the two-nucleon problem
in a flux-tube model of six quarks interacting via single
gluon and pion exchanges [26] indicates that the nucle-
ons retain their individual identities down to very short
separations, with little distortion of their substructures.

Figures 1–2, showing a comparison between the exper-
imental and theoretical RL(q,!) and RT (q,!) for mo-
mentum transfer values in the range 300–570 MeV/c,
immediately lead to the main conclusions of the present
work: (i) the dynamical approach outlined above (with
free nucleon electromagnetic form factors) is in excellent
agreement with experiment in both the longitudinal and
transverse channels; (ii) as illustrated by the di↵erence
between the plane-wave-impulse-approximation (PWIA)
and GFMC one-body-current predictions (curves labeled
PWIA and GFMC-O

1b), correlations and interaction ef-
fects in the final states redistribute strength from the
quasi-elastic peak to the threshold and high-energy trans-
fer regions; and (iii) while the contributions from two-
body charge operators tend to slightly reduce RL(q,!)
in the threshold region, those from two-body currents
generate a large excess of strength in RT (q,!) over
the whole !-spectrum (curves labeled GFMC-O

1b and
GFMC-O

1b+2b), thus o↵setting the quenching noted in
(ii) in the quasi-elastic peak.

As a result of the present study, a consistent picture
of the electromagnetic response of nuclei emerges, which
is at variance with the conventional one of quasi-elastic
scattering as being dominated by single-nucleon knock-
out. This fact also has implications for the nuclear weak
response probed in inclusive neutrino scattering induced
by charge-changing and neutral current processes. In
particular, the energy dependence of the cross section
is quite important in extracting neutrino oscillation pa-
rameters. An earlier study of the sum rules associated
with the weak transverse and vector-axial interference re-
sponse functions in 12C found [27] a large enhancement
due to two-body currents in both the vector and axial
components of the neutral current. Only neutral weak
processes have been considered so far, but one would
expect these conclusions to remain valid in the case of
charge-changing ones. In this connection, it is important
to realize that neutrino and anti-neutrino cross sections
only di↵er in the sign of this vector-axial interference re-

FIG. 1. (Color online) Electromagnetic longitudinal response
functions of 12C for q in the range (300–570) MeV. Exper-
imental data are from Refs. [9, 10]. See text for further
explanations.

sponse, and that this di↵erence is crucial for inferring the
charge-conjugation and parity violating phase, one of the
fundamental parameters of neutrino physics, to be mea-
sured at DUNE. The rest of this paper deals succinctly
with the most salient aspects of the present calculations.

The longitudinal and transverse response functions are
defined as

R↵(q,!) =
X

f

hf |j↵(q,!)|0ihf |j↵(q,!)|0i⇤

⇥ �(Ef � ! � E
0

) , ↵ = L, T (1)

where |0i and |fi represent the nuclear initial and final
states of energies E

0

and Ef , and jL(q,!) and jT (q,!)
are the electromagnetic charge and current operators, re-
spectively. A direct calculation of R↵(q,!) is impractical,
since it would require evaluating each individual transi-
tion amplitude |0i �! |fi induced by the charge and cur-
rent operators. To circumvent this di�culty, the use of
integral transform techniques has proven to be quite help-
ful. One such approach is based on the Laplace transform
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Same as Fig. 1 but for the electromag-
netic transverse response functions. Since pion production
mechanisms are not included, the present theory underesti-
mates the (transverse) strength in the � peak region, see in
particular the q=570 MeV/c case.

of R↵(q,!)—so called Euclidean response [11]—which we
define as

E↵(q, ⌧) =

Z 1

!+
el

d! e�!⌧ R↵(q,!)

[Gp
E(q,!)]

2

, (2)

where Gp
E(q,!) is the (free) proton electric form factor

and the integration excludes the contribution due to elas-
tic scattering (!

el

is the energy of the recoiling ground
state). We elaborate this issue further below; for now
it su�ces to note that, in the specific case of 12C, the
ground state has quantum numbers J⇡ =0+ and there-
fore the elastic contribution vanishes in the transverse
channel. With the definition given in Eq. (2), the Eu-
clidean response function above can be thought of as be-
ing due to point-like, but strongly interacting, nucleons,
and can simply be expressed as

E↵(q, ⌧)=h0|O†
↵(q)e

�(H�E0)⌧O↵(q)|0i� |F↵(q)|2e�⌧!el ,
(3)

where H is the nuclear Hamiltonian (here, the AV18/IL7
model), F↵(q) = h0|O↵(q)|0i is the elastic form fac-
tor, and in the electromagnetic operators O↵(q) the de-

pendence on the energy transfer ! has been removed
by dividing the current j↵(q,!) by Gp

E(q,!) [15]. The
calculation of this matrix element is then carried out
with GFMC methods [11] similar to those used in pro-
jecting out the exact ground state of H from a trial
state [28]. It proceeds in two steps. First, an un-
constrained imaginary-time propagation of the state |0i
is performed and saved. Next, the states O↵(q)|0i
are evolved in imaginary time following the path pre-
viously saved. During this latter imaginary-time evolu-
tion, scalar products of exp [�(H�E

0

) ⌧i]O↵(q)|0i with
O↵(q)|0i are evaluated on a grid of ⌧i values, and from
these scalar products estimates for E↵(q, ⌧i) are obtained
(a complete discussion of the methods is in Refs. [11, 29]).
Following Ref. [15] (see also extended material submit-

ted in support of that publication), we have exploited
maximum entropy techniques [13, 14] to perform the an-
alytic continuation of the Euclidean response function—
corresponding to the inversion of the Laplace transform
of Eq. (2). However, we have improved on the inver-
sion procedure described in [15] in order to better prop-
agate the statistical errors associated with E↵(q, ⌧) into
R↵(q,!). Specifically, the smallest possible value for pa-
rameter ↵ (see Ref. [15]) has been chosen to perform a
first inversion of the Laplace transform, which is then in-
dependent on the prior. The resulting response function
R(0) is the one whose Laplace transform E(0) is the clos-
est to the original average GFMC Euclidean response.
Then, N = 100 Euclidean response functions are sam-
pled from a multivariate gaussian distribution, with mean
value E(0) and covariance estimated from the original set
of GFMC Euclidean responses. The corresponding re-
sponse functions, obtained using the so called “historic
maximum entropy” technique, are used to estimate the
mean value and the variance of the final inverted response
function.

q (MeV/c) 2+ 0+ 4+

300 0.1286 0.0311 0.0060
380 0.0745 0.0051 0.0075
570 0.0064 0.0046 0.0037

TABLE I. Measured longitudinal transition form factors, de-
fined as hf |OL(q)|0i/Z, to the f =2+, 0+ (Hoyle), and 4+
states in 12C. Experimental data are from Refs. [30–32], and
have been divided by the proton electric form factorGp

E(q,!f )
with !f = Ef � E0.

We now proceed to address the issue alluded to earlier.
The low-lying spectrum of 12C consists of J⇡ =2+, 0+

(Hoyle), and 4+ states with excitation energies E?
f � E

0

experimentally known to be, respectively, 4.44, 7.65, and
14.08 in MeV units [33]. The contributions of these states
to the quasi-elastic longitudinal and transverse response
functions extracted from inclusive (e, e0) cross section
measurements are not included. Therefore, before com-
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Electromagnetic longitudinal response
functions of 12C for q in the range (300–570) MeV. Exper-
imental data are from Refs. [9, 10]. See text for further
explanations.
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one- and two-body current matrix elements, and is con-
sistent with that expected on the basis of sum-rule analy-
ses [18]. Counter to the electromagnetic case [17], we find
that two-body terms in the weak neutral charge produce
substantial excess strength in R00 and R0z beyond the
quasi-elastic peak. In the 00, 0z, zz, and xx response
functions the vector (V NC) and axial (ANC) compo-
nents of the weak neutral current, jNC

↵ = jV NC
↵ + jANC

↵ ,
do not interfere; in these cases, R↵� =RV NC

↵� +RANC
↵� and

the separated RV NC
xx and RANC

xx are illustrated in Fig. 2.
By contrast, the xy response function arises solely on ac-
count of this interference. The ANC contribution to R↵�

is typically much larger than the V NC one (for example,
RANC

xx ' 3⇥RV NC
xx ). Furthermore, one expects in 12C the

00 and xx V NC response functions to be proportional to
the longitudinal and transverse electromagnetic response
functions RL and RT via RV NC

00/xx ' RL/T /4, since the

isoscalar and isovector pieces in jV NC are related to the
corresponding ones in the electromagnetic current jEM

by the factors, respectively, �2 sin2✓W and (1�2 sin2✓W )
(sin2✓W ' 0.23), and the matrix elements of these pieces
add up incoherently in the response of an isoscalar target
such as 12C. Lastly, we note that two-body terms in the
ANC increase the one-body RANC

xx response by about
20% in the quasi-elastic region. This increase is much
larger than the ' 2–4% that is obtained in the case of
Gamow-Teller rates between low-lying states near thresh-
old, induced by the axial component of the weak charged
current [24].

In Fig. 3 we show the ⌫ and ⌫ di↵erential cross sec-
tions for a fixed value of the three-momentum transfer as
function of the energy transfer for a number of scattering
angles. In terms of these variables, the initial energy E
of the neutrino, shown in the insets of Fig. 3, is given by

E =
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#
, (4)

and its final energy E0 =E � !. Because of the can-
cellation in Eq. (1) between the dominant contributions
proportional to the Rxx and Rxy response functions, the
⌫ cross section decreases rapidly relative to the ⌫ cross
section as the scattering angle changes from the for-
ward to the backward hemisphere. For this same rea-
son, two-body current contributions are smaller for the
⌫ than for the ⌫ cross section, in fact becoming negligi-
ble for the ⌫ backward-angle cross section. As the angle
changes from the forward to the backward hemisphere,
the ⌫ cross section drops by almost an order of mag-
nitude, and in the limit ✓= 180� is just proportional
to Rxx(q,!) � Rxy(q,!). In terms of initial and final
neutrino energies E and E0—the kinematical variables
most relevant for the analysis of accelerator neutrino

FIG. 3. (Color online) Weak neutral ⌫ (black curves) and
⌫ (red curves) di↵erential cross sections in 12C at q=570
MeV/c, obtained with with one- and one- and two-body terms
in the NC. The final neutrino angle is indicated in each panel
and the initial neutrino energy is shown in the inset.

experiments—we note that E ranges from 1–2 GeV at
✓=15� to 0.3–0.5 GeV at ✓=120�, and so the present
results computed at fixed q=570 MeV/c as function of
! span a broad kinematical range in terms of the vari-
ables E and E0.
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course, these considerations remain valid for the elastic
contributions alluded to earlier in Eq. (3).
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• We computed the charged-current response function of 4He 

Charged-current results 

• Two-body currents have little effect in the vector term, but enhance the axial contribution at 
energy larger than quasi-elastic kinematics

4He, q=300 MeV



• We computed the charged-current response function of 4He 

Charged-current results 

• Two-body currents have a sizable effect in the transverse response, both in the vector and in 
the axial contributions

4He, q=300 MeV



Relativistic effects in a correlated system 
• Non relativistic approaches are limited to moderate momentum transfers

• In a generic reference frame the longitudinal response reads
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Relativistic effects in a correlated system 
• The 4He  longitudinal response at q=700 MeV strongly depends on the original reference frame 
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4He, q=700 MeV



Relativistic effects in a correlated system 
• To determine the relativistic corrections, we consider a two-body breakup model

• The relative momentum is derived in a relativistic fashion

• And it is used as input in the non relativistic kinetic energy

• The energy-conserving delta function reads 
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<latexit sha1_base64="sIMEm6d4eJAL6Vclq/kZ0er//EI=">AAACLHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3waIoxTKjou1CUHThRqhgtdCpJZPe0WCSGZKMUIb+kBt/RQQXKm79DtOH4PNCyMm553BzTxBzpo3rPjuZkdGx8YnsZG5qemZ2Lj+/cK6jRFGo0YhHqh4QDZxJqBlmONRjBUQEHC6Cm8Ne/+IWlGaRPDOdGJqCXEkWMkqMpVr5I18keHXPDxWhqcAnrXo3FcX+7ctIJiIA5fs5+7YqvHaw4a2Log+xZtza3cvUMt1WvuCWNitld6uCfwOv5PargIZVbeUf/XZEEwHSUE60bnhubJopUYZRDt2cn2iICb0hV9CwUBIBupn2t+3iFcu0cRgpe6TBffarIyVC644IrFIQc61/9nrkX71GYsJyM2UyTgxIOhgUJhybCPeiw22mgBresYBQxexfMb0mNjhjA87ZED43xf+D2mapUvJOtwv7O8M0smgJLaM15KFdtI+OURXVEEV36AE9oxfn3nlyXp23gTTjDD2L6Fs57x9kraX7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sIMEm6d4eJAL6Vclq/kZ0er//EI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sIMEm6d4eJAL6Vclq/kZ0er//EI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sIMEm6d4eJAL6Vclq/kZ0er//EI=">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</latexit>

Efr
f =

q
m2 + (pfr + (µ/MA�1)Pfr

f )
2 +

q
M2

A�1 + (pfr � (µ/m)Pfr
f )

2
<latexit sha1_base64="YclsCb1tVG+dATNwuuPQgGn2LJE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YclsCb1tVG+dATNwuuPQgGn2LJE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YclsCb1tVG+dATNwuuPQgGn2LJE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YclsCb1tVG+dATNwuuPQgGn2LJE=">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</latexit>

pfr
X

<latexit sha1_base64="UxIHIyUXWIj+ktzvS69l6LFrsJY=">AAAB/HicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwFZIq2u4KblxWMLbQxjCZTtqhM5MwMxFqCP6KGxcqbv0Qd/6N04fg88CFwzn3cu89Ucqo0q77bs3NLywuLZdWyqtr6xub9tb2lUoyiYmPE5bIdoQUYVQQX1PNSDuVBPGIkVY0PBv7rRsiFU3EpR6lJOCoL2hMMdJGCu3dvBvFMC3CvF1c513JYSyL0K64TrVec4/q8DfxHHeCCpihGdpv3V6CM06Exgwp1fHcVAc5kppiRopyN1MkRXiI+qRjqECcqCCfXF/AA6P0YJxIU0LDifp1IkdcqRGPTCdHeqB+emPxL6+T6bgW5FSkmSYCTxfFGYM6geMoYI9KgjUbGYKwpOZWiAdIIqxNYGUTwuen8H/iV526410cVxonszRKYA/sg0PggVPQAOegCXyAwS24B4/gybqzHqxn62XaOmfNZnbAN1ivH5EdlXw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UxIHIyUXWIj+ktzvS69l6LFrsJY=">AAAB/HicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwFZIq2u4KblxWMLbQxjCZTtqhM5MwMxFqCP6KGxcqbv0Qd/6N04fg88CFwzn3cu89Ucqo0q77bs3NLywuLZdWyqtr6xub9tb2lUoyiYmPE5bIdoQUYVQQX1PNSDuVBPGIkVY0PBv7rRsiFU3EpR6lJOCoL2hMMdJGCu3dvBvFMC3CvF1c513JYSyL0K64TrVec4/q8DfxHHeCCpihGdpv3V6CM06Exgwp1fHcVAc5kppiRopyN1MkRXiI+qRjqECcqCCfXF/AA6P0YJxIU0LDifp1IkdcqRGPTCdHeqB+emPxL6+T6bgW5FSkmSYCTxfFGYM6geMoYI9KgjUbGYKwpOZWiAdIIqxNYGUTwuen8H/iV526410cVxonszRKYA/sg0PggVPQAOegCXyAwS24B4/gybqzHqxn62XaOmfNZnbAN1ivH5EdlXw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UxIHIyUXWIj+ktzvS69l6LFrsJY=">AAAB/HicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwFZIq2u4KblxWMLbQxjCZTtqhM5MwMxFqCP6KGxcqbv0Qd/6N04fg88CFwzn3cu89Ucqo0q77bs3NLywuLZdWyqtr6xub9tb2lUoyiYmPE5bIdoQUYVQQX1PNSDuVBPGIkVY0PBv7rRsiFU3EpR6lJOCoL2hMMdJGCu3dvBvFMC3CvF1c513JYSyL0K64TrVec4/q8DfxHHeCCpihGdpv3V6CM06Exgwp1fHcVAc5kppiRopyN1MkRXiI+qRjqECcqCCfXF/AA6P0YJxIU0LDifp1IkdcqRGPTCdHeqB+emPxL6+T6bgW5FSkmSYCTxfFGYM6geMoYI9KgjUbGYKwpOZWiAdIIqxNYGUTwuen8H/iV526410cVxonszRKYA/sg0PggVPQAOegCXyAwS24B4/gybqzHqxn62XaOmfNZnbAN1ivH5EdlXw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UxIHIyUXWIj+ktzvS69l6LFrsJY=">AAAB/HicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwFZIq2u4KblxWMLbQxjCZTtqhM5MwMxFqCP6KGxcqbv0Qd/6N04fg88CFwzn3cu89Ucqo0q77bs3NLywuLZdWyqtr6xub9tb2lUoyiYmPE5bIdoQUYVQQX1PNSDuVBPGIkVY0PBv7rRsiFU3EpR6lJOCoL2hMMdJGCu3dvBvFMC3CvF1c513JYSyL0K64TrVec4/q8DfxHHeCCpihGdpv3V6CM06Exgwp1fHcVAc5kppiRopyN1MkRXiI+qRjqECcqCCfXF/AA6P0YJxIU0LDifp1IkdcqRGPTCdHeqB+emPxL6+T6bgW5FSkmSYCTxfFGYM6geMoYI9KgjUbGYKwpOZWiAdIIqxNYGUTwuen8H/iV526410cVxonszRKYA/sg0PggVPQAOegCXyAwS24B4/gybqzHqxn62XaOmfNZnbAN1ivH5EdlXw=</latexit>

pfr
N

<latexit sha1_base64="zhpkRnBVBUE6XsmyXWw3VSjoqIU=">AAAB/HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5BU0XZXcONKKhhbaGKYTCft0MkkzEyEGoK/4saFils/xJ1/4/Qh+Dxw4XDOvdx7T5gyKpVtvxulufmFxaXycmVldW19w9zcupJJJjBxccIS0QmRJIxy4iqqGOmkgqA4ZKQdDk/HfvuGCEkTfqlGKfFj1Oc0ohgpLQXmTu6FEUyLID8vrnNPxDASRWBWbavWqNuHDfibOJY9QRXM0ArMN6+X4CwmXGGGpOw6dqr8HAlFMSNFxcskSREeoj7paspRTKSfT64v4L5WejBKhC6u4ET9OpGjWMpRHOrOGKmB/OmNxb+8bqaiup9TnmaKcDxdFGUMqgSOo4A9KghWbKQJwoLqWyEeIIGw0oFVdAifn8L/iVuzGpZzcVRtHs/SKINdsAcOgANOQBOcgRZwAQa34B48gifjzngwno2XaWvJmM1sg28wXj8AgZuVcg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zhpkRnBVBUE6XsmyXWw3VSjoqIU=">AAAB/HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5BU0XZXcONKKhhbaGKYTCft0MkkzEyEGoK/4saFils/xJ1/4/Qh+Dxw4XDOvdx7T5gyKpVtvxulufmFxaXycmVldW19w9zcupJJJjBxccIS0QmRJIxy4iqqGOmkgqA4ZKQdDk/HfvuGCEkTfqlGKfFj1Oc0ohgpLQXmTu6FEUyLID8vrnNPxDASRWBWbavWqNuHDfibOJY9QRXM0ArMN6+X4CwmXGGGpOw6dqr8HAlFMSNFxcskSREeoj7paspRTKSfT64v4L5WejBKhC6u4ET9OpGjWMpRHOrOGKmB/OmNxb+8bqaiup9TnmaKcDxdFGUMqgSOo4A9KghWbKQJwoLqWyEeIIGw0oFVdAifn8L/iVuzGpZzcVRtHs/SKINdsAcOgANOQBOcgRZwAQa34B48gifjzngwno2XaWvJmM1sg28wXj8AgZuVcg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zhpkRnBVBUE6XsmyXWw3VSjoqIU=">AAAB/HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5BU0XZXcONKKhhbaGKYTCft0MkkzEyEGoK/4saFils/xJ1/4/Qh+Dxw4XDOvdx7T5gyKpVtvxulufmFxaXycmVldW19w9zcupJJJjBxccIS0QmRJIxy4iqqGOmkgqA4ZKQdDk/HfvuGCEkTfqlGKfFj1Oc0ohgpLQXmTu6FEUyLID8vrnNPxDASRWBWbavWqNuHDfibOJY9QRXM0ArMN6+X4CwmXGGGpOw6dqr8HAlFMSNFxcskSREeoj7paspRTKSfT64v4L5WejBKhC6u4ET9OpGjWMpRHOrOGKmB/OmNxb+8bqaiup9TnmaKcDxdFGUMqgSOo4A9KghWbKQJwoLqWyEeIIGw0oFVdAifn8L/iVuzGpZzcVRtHs/SKINdsAcOgANOQBOcgRZwAQa34B48gifjzngwno2XaWvJmM1sg28wXj8AgZuVcg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zhpkRnBVBUE6XsmyXWw3VSjoqIU=">AAAB/HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5BU0XZXcONKKhhbaGKYTCft0MkkzEyEGoK/4saFils/xJ1/4/Qh+Dxw4XDOvdx7T5gyKpVtvxulufmFxaXycmVldW19w9zcupJJJjBxccIS0QmRJIxy4iqqGOmkgqA4ZKQdDk/HfvuGCEkTfqlGKfFj1Oc0ohgpLQXmTu6FEUyLID8vrnNPxDASRWBWbavWqNuHDfibOJY9QRXM0ArMN6+X4CwmXGGGpOw6dqr8HAlFMSNFxcskSREeoj7paspRTKSfT64v4L5WejBKhC6u4ET9OpGjWMpRHOrOGKmB/OmNxb+8bqaiup9TnmaKcDxdFGUMqgSOo4A9KghWbKQJwoLqWyEeIIGw0oFVdAifn8L/iVuzGpZzcVRtHs/SKINdsAcOgANOQBOcgRZwAQa34B48gifjzngwno2XaWvJmM1sg28wXj8AgZuVcg==</latexit>

!fr = Efr
f � Efr

i
<latexit sha1_base64="7yjwx1d8XMrUmbWwDz/QoPx/XQE=">AAACE3icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiCWJIq2i6EghRcVjC20MQwmU7aoTNJmJkIJfQj3PgrblyouHXjzr9x+rD4PDBw7jn3cueeIGFUKst6N2Zm5+YXFnNL+eWV1bV1c2PzSsapwMTBMYtFM0CSMBoRR1HFSDMRBPGAkUbQOxv6jRsiJI2jS9VPiMdRJ6IhxUhpyTf33ZiTDrrOXMFhKAanNT+cFvAA1nw6LX2zYBVLlbJ1WIG/iV20RiiACeq++ea2Y5xyEinMkJQt20qUlyGhKGZkkHdTSRKEe6hDWppGiBPpZaOjBnBXK20YxkK/SMGR+nUiQ1zKPg90J0eqK396Q/Evr5WqsOxlNEpSRSI8XhSmDKoYDhOCbSoIVqyvCcKC6r9C3EUCYaVzzOsQPi+F/xOnVKwU7YujQvV4kkYObIMdsAdscAKq4BzUgQMwuAX34BE8GXfGg/FsvIxbZ4zJzBb4BuP1A9Qdnj8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7yjwx1d8XMrUmbWwDz/QoPx/XQE=">AAACE3icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiCWJIq2i6EghRcVjC20MQwmU7aoTNJmJkIJfQj3PgrblyouHXjzr9x+rD4PDBw7jn3cueeIGFUKst6N2Zm5+YXFnNL+eWV1bV1c2PzSsapwMTBMYtFM0CSMBoRR1HFSDMRBPGAkUbQOxv6jRsiJI2jS9VPiMdRJ6IhxUhpyTf33ZiTDrrOXMFhKAanNT+cFvAA1nw6LX2zYBVLlbJ1WIG/iV20RiiACeq++ea2Y5xyEinMkJQt20qUlyGhKGZkkHdTSRKEe6hDWppGiBPpZaOjBnBXK20YxkK/SMGR+nUiQ1zKPg90J0eqK396Q/Evr5WqsOxlNEpSRSI8XhSmDKoYDhOCbSoIVqyvCcKC6r9C3EUCYaVzzOsQPi+F/xOnVKwU7YujQvV4kkYObIMdsAdscAKq4BzUgQMwuAX34BE8GXfGg/FsvIxbZ4zJzBb4BuP1A9Qdnj8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7yjwx1d8XMrUmbWwDz/QoPx/XQE=">AAACE3icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiCWJIq2i6EghRcVjC20MQwmU7aoTNJmJkIJfQj3PgrblyouHXjzr9x+rD4PDBw7jn3cueeIGFUKst6N2Zm5+YXFnNL+eWV1bV1c2PzSsapwMTBMYtFM0CSMBoRR1HFSDMRBPGAkUbQOxv6jRsiJI2jS9VPiMdRJ6IhxUhpyTf33ZiTDrrOXMFhKAanNT+cFvAA1nw6LX2zYBVLlbJ1WIG/iV20RiiACeq++ea2Y5xyEinMkJQt20qUlyGhKGZkkHdTSRKEe6hDWppGiBPpZaOjBnBXK20YxkK/SMGR+nUiQ1zKPg90J0eqK396Q/Evr5WqsOxlNEpSRSI8XhSmDKoYDhOCbSoIVqyvCcKC6r9C3EUCYaVzzOsQPi+F/xOnVKwU7YujQvV4kkYObIMdsAdscAKq4BzUgQMwuAX34BE8GXfGg/FsvIxbZ4zJzBb4BuP1A9Qdnj8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7yjwx1d8XMrUmbWwDz/QoPx/XQE=">AAACE3icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiCWJIq2i6EghRcVjC20MQwmU7aoTNJmJkIJfQj3PgrblyouHXjzr9x+rD4PDBw7jn3cueeIGFUKst6N2Zm5+YXFnNL+eWV1bV1c2PzSsapwMTBMYtFM0CSMBoRR1HFSDMRBPGAkUbQOxv6jRsiJI2jS9VPiMdRJ6IhxUhpyTf33ZiTDrrOXMFhKAanNT+cFvAA1nw6LX2zYBVLlbJ1WIG/iV20RiiACeq++ea2Y5xyEinMkJQt20qUlyGhKGZkkHdTSRKEe6hDWppGiBPpZaOjBnBXK20YxkK/SMGR+nUiQ1zKPg90J0eqK396Q/Evr5WqsOxlNEpSRSI8XhSmDKoYDhOCbSoIVqyvCcKC6r9C3EUCYaVzzOsQPi+F/xOnVKwU7YujQvV4kkYObIMdsAdscAKq4BzUgQMwuAX34BE8GXfGg/FsvIxbZ4zJzBb4BuP1A9Qdnj8=</latexit>
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Relativistic effects in a correlated system 
• The 4He  longitudinal response at q=700 MeV mildly depends on the original reference frame 

N. Rocco et al. PRC 97 055501(2018) 

4He, q=700 MeV



Relativistic effects in a correlated system 6

FIG. 7. Double-di↵erential electron-4He cross sections for di↵erent values of incident electron energy and scattering angle.
The green and blue lines correspond to GFMC calculation were only one- body and one- plus two-body contributions in the
electromagnetic currents are accounted for. The red line indicates one plus two-body current results obtained in the ANB
frame, employing the two-body fragment model to account for relativistic kinematics. The experimental data are taken from
Ref. [14].

N. Rocco et al. PRC 97 055501(2018) 
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FIG. 7. Double-di↵erential electron-4He cross sections for di↵erent values of incident electron energy and scattering angle.
The green and blue lines correspond to GFMC calculation were only one- body and one- plus two-body contributions in the
electromagnetic currents are accounted for. The red line indicates one plus two-body current results obtained in the ANB
frame, employing the two-body fragment model to account for relativistic kinematics. The experimental data are taken from
Ref. [14].
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Spectral function approach

The spectral function yields the probability of removing a nucleon with momentum k from the 
ground state leaving the residual system with excitation energy E.

Jµ !
X

i

jµi

Neglecting (for now) two-body currents and assuming the factorization of the final state

The response function is sum of scattering processes involving individual bound nucleons

| f i ! |pi ⌦ | f̃ iA�1

Approximate spectral functions are based on electron 
scattering data and on the local-density approximation

Ph(k, E) = P 1h
h (k, E) + P corr

h (k, E)
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• We implemented vector and axial vector relativistic two-body currents in the factorization scheme

We developed an highly-parallel Monte 
Carlo integration code

No need to use approximations such that 
of the “frozen nucleons”

The calculation of the MEC current matrix 
elements is carried our automatically

Simplifies the use of a different version of 
the MEC 

• We employ the factorization of the two-body spectral function, related to

n(k1,k2) = n(k1)n(k2) +O
⇣ 1

A

⌘
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We are improving this approximation 
using the cluster-expansion formalism
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Analogy with the “short-time approximation” 
and the “contact formalism” 

Neutrino-nucleus scattering 

E. Hernandez et al. PRD 76, 033005  (2007)



• We successfully compared the charged-current response functions of 12C with the results of 
I. Ruiz Simo, et. al, Journal of Phys. G 44, no. 6 (2017)

• To this aim we approximated the two-body spectral function with that of the global relativistic 
Fermi gas model

q=700 MeV

Charged responses 

N. Rocco et al. arXiv:1810.07647



Neutrino-12C charged-current scattering 
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• Two contributions mostly affect the ‘dip’ region

• Meson exchange currents strongly enhance the cross section for large 
values of the scattering angle
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NR, C.Barbieri, O. Benhar, A. De Pace, A. Lovato, arXiv:1810.07647
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Neutrino-12C charged-current scattering 

• Two contributions mostly affect the ‘dip’ region

• Meson exchange currents strongly enhance the cross section for large 
values of the scattering angle ⌫̄
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Spectral function approach
We extended the spectral function approach to include pion-production mechanisms

| f i ! |pi ⌦ |p⇡i ⌦ | f iA�1

Good agreement with experimental data, although some strength is missing in the Delta region

N. Rocco et al. in preparation
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Summary and plans

• GFMC calculations of 12C electromagnetic responses in good agreement with experiments.

• Two-body currents enhance the electromagnetic, neutral- and charged-current responses  

• We devised a scheme to account for relativistic kinematics in the GFMC 

 GFMC Plans

• GFMC calculations of the charged-current neutrino and anti-neutrino scattering off 12C

• Interference term in the factorization ansatz within the cluster expansion formalism

• We extended the factorization scheme to include relativistic two-body currents and (some) pion-
production mechanisms

Current status

• GFMC calculations of the spectral function of light nuclei

• Extend the spectral function approach to account for the resonance production mechanism

Z
dEe�E⌧Ph(k, E) ⇠

h 0|a†ke�(H�E0)⌧ak| 0i
h 0|e�(H�E0)⌧ | 0i


